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The possibility of stable or quasi–stable Planck mass black hole remnants as solution to the black
hole information paradox is commonly believed phenomenologically unacceptable. Since we need a
black hole remnant for every possible initial state, the number of remnants is expected to be infinite
and that would lead to remnant pair production in any physical process with a total available energy
roughly exceeding the Planck mass. In this note I point out that a positive cosmological constant
of the Universe would naturally lead to an upper bound on the number of possible remnants.
PACS numbers: 04.70.Dy
I. INTRODUCTION
The Black Hole (BH) information paradox is a well
known issue in theoretical physics [1, 2]. In quan-
tum mechanics, the evolution operator U is unitary, i.e.
U †U = 1, which implies that a pure state must evolve
into another pure state. On the other hand, BHs have
a temperature and emit radiation via Hawking effect [3].
This radiation is almost thermal and thus does not de-
pend on the features of the initial state, but only on
the BH geometry outside the horizon (BH mass, elec-
tric charge and angular momentum). In other words,
the outgoing radiation does not carry any information
about the initial state which collapsed into the BH. As
the BH emits radiation, it loses mass. The crucial ques-
tion is what happens at the end: if the BH evaporates
completely and the final product is only thermal radi-
ation, information is lost forever. In this case, a pure
state would evolve into a mixed one, i.e. its evolution
would be non–unitary. There are basically three answers
to the question on the fate of the initial information: i)
the evolution is indeed non–unitary, ii) the radiation is
not thermal and carries information, iii) information is
stored in a long–lived or stable BH remnant. All the
proposals, however, have some problems.
The possibility that information is lost and unitarity
is violated was originally put forward in ref. [4]. In this
case, the basic ingredients of quantum mechanics must
be revised, in order to allow for a pure state to evolve
into a mixed one. In particular, the unitary S–matrix of
quantum field theory, which connects any initial quan-
tum state to its final quantum state, |ψout〉 = S |ψin〉, is
replaced by the non–unitary super–scattering operator $,
which maps an initial density matrix into a final density
matrix
ρout = $ρin (1)
and mixes quantum states. The problem is that energy
conservation is violated and that there is no empty vac-
uum as ground state, which means we should live in a
Universe similar to a thermal bath at the Planck tem-
perature [5].
The second possibility is that information is encoded
in the outgoing radiation [6] and unitarity is conserved.
Such an idea relies on possible higher order effects which
are not taken into account in the standard calculations.
Here we need new physics which is radically different
from the one we know and “sacred” concepts such as the
ones of locality and causality must be abandoned. At
present, this is likely the most appealing possibility, even
because supported by the AdS/CFT conjecture. Never-
theless, one could expect that departure from standard
calculations becomes important only when the BH ap-
proaches the Planck mass: for large BHs, the radiation
would be well described by the semi–classical framework,
while, for small BHs, new physics would play and impor-
tant role and the emitted radiation could carry all the
information about the initial state. However, general ar-
guments suggest that it is unlikely a sudden emission of
the information in the last stages of evaporation [7]. The
BH should emit about N ∼ M2/M2Pl quanta with aver-
age wavelength λ ∼ N/MPl, where M is the initial BH
mass and MPl is the Planck one. On the other hand,
the size of the BH at this stage is about 1/MPl, which
means that the wave–function overlap is 1/N3 and the
simultaneous emission of N quanta would be suppressed
by the factor 1/N3N . Even in the case of a gradual emis-
sion of N quanta, the final process would require a very
long time, at the level of N4/MPl. So, the end product
of Hawking evaporation would be a long–lived remnant,
which is the last option.
Information is stored into a stable or quasi–stable rem-
nant [7]. This possibility is suggested by the idea that
semi–classical calculations of BH evaporation hold till the
BH approaches the Planck mass, when quantum grav-
ity and back reaction effects can no longer be neglected.
Here the problem is that an infinite number of initial
states implies an infinite number of remnants. Even as-
suming a tiny coupling constant between remnants and
ordinary matter, virtual remnant states should affect all
the quantum processes. Remnant pair production should
be the result of any reaction with a total available en-
ergy exceeding the remnant mass [8]: for macroscopic
processes, this is easy to achieve and, even if the rem-
nant production probability is extremely small, mainly
2because the energy densities are always small, the exis-
tence of infinite states would be anyway catastrophic.
II. UPPER BOUND ON THE NUMBER OF
REMNANTS
The argument against BH remnants is that an infinite
number of them would be phenomenologically unaccept-
able [8]. Every initial state must be associated with a
remnant and if we think that the number of initial states
is infinite, the number of remnants must be infinite too.
The aim of this note is to show that a positive cosmo-
logical constant Λ can provide a natural upper bound on
the number of remnants. Cosmological and astrophysical
evidences suggest that in the Universe Λ > 0 [9]. If this
were the case, the Universe would be asymptotically de
Sitter and we could estimate the corresponding entropy.
For an an empty de Sitter spacetime with a cosmological
constant equal to the one we can deduce from observa-
tions, the entropy is 1
S0 =
3 piM2Pl
Λ
∼ 2 · 10122 . (2)
In ref. [10] was conjectured that S0 is roughly the loga-
rithm of the total number of quantum states necessary
to describe the Universe and therefore the direct count of
the number of its degrees of freedom. Following this in-
terpretation, the total number N of possible initial states
which can collapse into a BH is bounded by
N < Nbound = exp
(
3 piM2Pl
Λ
)
∼ 1010
122
. (3)
Let us note that this is only an upper bound and that
actually the number of remnants may be even much
smaller.
One could also be worried about the fact that a huge
amount of information is contained in an object with a
Planck volume. This is not a fundamental problem, be-
cause the spacetime is curved and a small volume for
an external observer could be a large or infinite volume
inside the BH [2]. An intuitive picture of how this is
possible is sketched in fig. 1.
III. DANGEROUS PROCESSES
Even if there is not yet any reliable theory in which
one can discuss quantum gravity objects like BH rem-
nants, we can anyway try to estimate some implications
of remnants from “reasonable” arguments.
1 In the case of non–empty de Sitter spacetime, the entropy is
smaller, so eq. (2) can be seen as an upper bound.
For example, it is common belief that we can take
quantum gravity effects into account in low–energy par-
ticle physics by using an effective field theory, with non–
renormalizable and Planck mass suppressed operators.
Here virtual BH remnants could induce baryon and lep-
ton number violations and, in particular, proton de-
cay [11]. In 3+1 dimensions, proton decay would be de-
scribed by the dimension six operator
O6 ∼
ψψψψ
M2Pl
, (4)
since two quarks of the proton are converted into a quark
(or an anti–quark) and a charged lepton. The usual es-
timate of the proton lifetime is
τp ∼
M4Pl
m5p
∼ 1045 yr (5)
and has to be compared with present experimental limits,
where several channels are bounded by τp > 10
33 yr [12].
If remnants exist, every remnant intermediate state is
equally probable and integrating over an infinite number
of states the decay width goes to infinity. In our case
their number is instead finite and the proton lifetime is
τp >∼
1
g2Nbound
M4Pl
m5p
, (6)
where g is the dimensionless coupling constant between
ordinary matter and BH remnants which we put in front
of the dimension six operator in eq. (4). If the number
of remnants is not much smaller than the upper bound
in eq. (3), the coupling constant g has to be really small.
However, the possibility of a tiny coupling constant can-
not be rejected, because this is just an effective theory.
There could be indeed mechanisms capable of suppress-
ing the process. A proposal to get a small coupling can
be found, for example, in ref. [13].
As for the remnant pair production in macroscopic
physical processes, the estimate is even more difficult, al-
beit the phenomenon is based on more solid arguments.
Here we have to expect some suppression factor due
to the ratio between the remnant external volume and
the macroscopic volume which provides the necessary
amount of energy to create the remnant pair. Anyway,
the problem still reduces to find a small coupling constant
between BH remnants and ordinary matter.
Very dangerous processes may be represented by grav-
itational phenomena, because the validity of the Equiva-
lence Principle requires that all the form of energy cou-
ples to gravity with the same strength. For example, let
us consider the 106 Solar mass BH which is believed to
reside at the center of the Galaxy. Like any BH, it is ex-
pected to emit Hawking radiation. For a Schwarzschild
BH of mass M , the temperature T is
T =
1
8piGNM
= 5 · 10−18
(
106 M⊙
M
)
eV (7)
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FIG. 1: Information could be stored within a large volume
that appears of Planck size for an external observer living in
the asymptotic region.
and is so low that it seems to be impossible to ob-
serve, even in the future. If remnants behave as ordi-
nary particles, their emission would be Boltzmann sup-
pressed by a huge Planck mass to BH temperature ratio,
exp
(
−MPl
T
)
∼ 10−10
45
. If N ∼ Nbound, they should any-
way cause a sudden evaporation of the BH at the center
of the Galaxy. However, such argument is weak, because
the formation of remnants at the horizon may be more
strongly suppressed: remnants may not be “elementary”
and, as we do not expect that the emission of hydrogen
atoms is similar to the one of protons, we can argue that
the same holds for remnants.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The black hole information paradox is an open issue
which clearly shows the difficulties to unify quantum me-
chanics and gravity in a unique framework. Several pro-
posal have been suggested, but all of them present serious
problems.
If we believe that semi–classical calculations are reli-
able as far as the mass of the black hole is much larger
than the Planck one, the most natural solution to the
puzzle is that information is stored in stable or long–lived
remnants. It is usually believed that there must exist an
infinite number of remnants, one for every possible initial
state, and this turns out to be phenomenologically unac-
ceptable [8]. In this note I showed that the number of
remnants could instead be finite and I provided an upper
bound. The presence of a positive cosmological constant
would constrain the number of degrees of freedom of the
Universe and such a constraint can be seen at least as an
upper bound on the number of initial states which can
collapse into a black hole. That would make the number
of remnants finite. So, the main argument against rem-
nants may not exist. If the number of remnants is close
to the upper bound, it is still difficult to assert if they
are phenomenologically acceptable. For sure, they can-
not be completely excluded as solution to the information
black hole paradox, because we do not how to describe
them and, in the framework of a low–energy effective field
theory, they may be associated with very small coupling
constants.
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